AbstractPrevious works on interleaved operation of switching power converters are based on the assumption that naturalsampling pulsewidth modulation (PWM) is used. Various interleaving strategies have been reported to minimize EMI filtering requirements, eliminate system resonance at certain frequencies, or minimize total harmonic current distortion through optimization of the interleaving phase shift angles. In a digitally controlled converter, the PWM reference is updated only at discrete sampling points, which is equivalent to using regularly sampled PWM. Harmonic cancellation effects among interleaved converters are affected by such regular sampling such that interleaving strategies optimized based on natural-sampling become non-optimal or suboptimal. This work first presents mathematically models that can be used to quantify the sampling effects on interleaved voltage-source converter harmonic behavior. The effects of different sampling methods are analyzed and compared using the models. Possible modifications to the interleaved carrier phase shift angles to compensate for the sampling effects are developed and demonstrated for different system optimization objectives including minimization of total harmonic distortion in dc-link or phase output currents.
I. INTRODUCTION
The benefits of interleaving have been widely recognized for various applications. Voltage regulator modules [1] and critical mode boost power factor correction (PFC) converter [2] use interleaving to minimize harmonic current ripple thereby reducing ripple filtering requirements. Three-phase voltage source converters (VSC) can be designed to use smaller EMI filters or dclink bus capacitors through proper interleaved operation of parallel modules [3, 9] . The effects of interleaving can be described using spectral models of pulsewidth modulators [9] [10] [11] , which have served as the basis for the development of optimal interleaving strategies targeting at reducing EMI filtering requirements, eliminating system harmonic resonance, or minimization total harmonic current distortion of either input or output currents [9, [12] [13] [14] . Existing works on this topic have assumed naturalsampling PWM in which a continuous reference signal is compared with the carrier signal using an analog circuit, and the carrier signals in different modules are phase shifted from each other according to specific interleaving strategies to achieve certain system objectives as mentioned before [9] .
Digital control is increasingly used in power electronics [4, 18] . In particularly, high-power converters for motor drive, renewable energy, and power system applications are almost always controlled digitally [4] [5] [6] [7] . Unlike in analog control systems where the PWM reference is a continuous signal of time, a digital controller only updates the PWM reference at the sampling points of the system. This is equivalent to using regular-sampling PWM [15] where the reference is sampled at regular points. One implication of such digital control is that the spectral models that were used in the development of various interleaving strategies assuming continuous reference and natural sampling are no longer valid. As the result, interleaving methods that are optimized to achieve certain system objectives [9] become non-optimal or suboptimal. To maximize the benefit of interleaving in such digital control system, it is important to understand the effects of sampling on system harmonic cancellation, and to develop control techniques that avoid or compensate for the sampling effects.
Two different interleaving techniques have been reported in the literature. Among them, symmetric interleaving [10] uses the carrier signals that are equally spaced over a carrier period. A more general PWM method, asymmetric interleaving, removes this restriction on the carrier phase shift and allows it to assume any value between 0 and 360 o [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . This adds many more degrees of freedom in system control and allows different system optimization objective to be achieved. Asymmetric interleaving, on the other hand, is more sensitive to sampling effects. To date, the impacts of sampling on harmonic cancellation under either symmetric or asymmetric interleaving have not been investigated. Additionally, previous works have suggested that the regular sampling process introduces a reduction in the harmonic cancellation effects of the output voltage and current waveforms, thereby negatively impacting the benefits of interleaving. While this is true for the most general case, it will be shown that the effects can be minimized with proper coordination of the digital sampling instants and the individual carrier waveform interleaving angles. This paper presents several digital sampling methods as solutions to minimizing the effects of sampling on the harmonic cancellation benefits of interleaving. Of these solutions, asymmetric interleaving in combination with the common single carrier sampling method provides improved system level performance with nearly zero impact on the digital control system. Analytical models based on an N parallel converter system operated under a distributed digital control architecture, assuming an arbitrary interleaving angle, , and arbitrary PWM reference update rate, are developed to determine the optimum PWM reference update rate and applicable sampling method. The  ck T r proposed solutions avoid the increased input and output THD, dclink ripple current, and output ripple current inherent to low switching frequency applications when the digital sampling effects are neglected.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II investigated the effects of sampling by developing the analytical models of the assumed system using double Fourier analysis. Section III proposes several sampling methods and PWM reference update rates, in addition to asymmetric interleaving, as solutions to minimize digital sampling effects in high power converters. Section IV discusses optimal PWM under both symmetric and asymmetric interleaving considering PWM sampling effects. Section V concludes the paper. Fig. 1 depicts three parallel three phase voltage source converters controlled by a distributed digital control system architecture. In this architecture, a digital device performs all systemlevel control functions and produces a common reference for all converter modules operating in parallel. Each module has its own modulator that accepts the system-level reference and produces gate control signals using either a digital (timer) or an analog circuit. It is assumed that all modules operate at the same switching frequency and use the same modulation method. The carrier signals, whether explicitly used (such as in the case of an analog modulator) or implicitly embedded in a digital modulator design, are phase-shifted from each other according certain interleaving strategies [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
II. EFFECTS OF SAMPLING
As a comparison, consider if the system level controller were implement with only with analog circuitry (resulting in no digital sampling). In this type of system, the control inputs (voltage, current, etc.) would simply be connected to the inputs of the control loop circuitry (with proper scaling and isolation), with the output of this circuitry directly providing the analog (naturally sampled) PWM references to the local modulators. The local modulators (either implemented digitally or analog) would then use this continuous reference to generate the PWM gate control signals. The primary difference between the digital and analog system level controller implementations is the fact that the digital control system provides a discrete (sampled) PWM reference while the analog control system provides a continuous PWM reference. This variable is represented by v ref in Fig. 1 and will be the primary focus of this paper.
The distributed digital control system depicted in Fig. 1 will serve as the basis for the harmonic analysis presented, with primary focus placed on the update rate of v ref . It should be noted that although a distributed control architecture is assumed, the analysis and conclusions are equally applicable to single FPGA/ DSP control systems, so long as the PWM reference is discrete (sampled).
Due to the benefits of asymmetric regular sampling (updating twice per carrier interval) over symmetric regular sampling (updating once per carrier interval), the remainder of the paper assumes double-edge sine-triangle PWM under asymmetric regular sampling [15] . This implies that each modulator in Fig. 1 
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To quantitatively describe the effects of sampling on interleaved PWM converter performance, we apply the modified double-Fourier integral presented in [9] to develop a spectral model for each PWM output. In general, the double-Fourier coefficient can be written as (1) where , represents the PWM reference, and is the initial phase angle of the carrier. To account for the sampling effect, the continuous variable y in (1) needs to be separated into two discrete stair-case variable corresponding to the updating instants of the discrete PWM reference. The resulting combined double-Fourier coefficient of N interleaved converter modules at harmonic frequency is (2) where V dc is the dc-link voltage, M is the modulation index of the converter, J n is a bessel function of the first kind, m represents the carrier frequency counter, n represents the fundamental frequency counter, and .
The scaling factor is defined as (3) where  ck is the carrier phase angle of the k th module,  rk is the angular position of the PWM sample within the k th modules carrier period and is related to the device switching period , and digital sampling rate , by . Note that the modification to the scaling factor over the naturally sampled case, as a result of including , is captured in a single term given by . Next we will determine the effects the sampling process has on the harmonic spectrum in general. Fig. 2 plots the output phase voltage spectrum for a parallel converter system operated under symmetric interleaving with the following operating parameters: N = 3, V dc = 2kV, M = 0.9, f o = 60 Hz, and f s = 540 Hz. The primary differences between the two spectrums can be summarized as follows: First, the sampling process introduces asymmetry into each carrier and sideband harmonic group. This effect is well documented in the literature [15] and is independent of interleaved operation. Second, the fully cancelled carrier and sideband harmonics under natural sampling ( ), are only partially reduced under digital sampling.
Lastly, the carrier and sideband harmonics that are not cancelled in the naturally sampled case, ( ) have differing magnitudes and phases. The severity of each of these individual effects largely depends on the sampling method used and corresponding rate at which the PWM reference is updated. As such, the next section will discuss possible solutions for minimizing these effects through proper sampling and/or modifications of system interleaving angles.
Although the analysis above was focused on parallel VSCs, the developed spectral models can be extended to multilevel converters based on the relationship between parallel converter and multilevel converter switching functions established in [10] . For example, the following scaling factors can be obtained for different multilevel converter topologies where and correspond to the two sine-wave reference phase angles when unipolar PWM is assumed. 1) Cascaded H-bridge Topology: (4) 2) Cascaded Phase Leg Topology: (5) 3) Capacitor Clamped Topology:
The effects of limited sampling frequency on system control 
performance has been discussed extensively in the control literature, see e.g. [16] [17] [18] . Instead of zero-order hold, for example, a first-order hold can be used to provide more continuous reference between system sampling instants. Interpolation and extrapolation techniques can also be used to generate additional reference points between system sampling instants. These methods, however, introduce additional dynamics into the system control loop that need to be considered in system control design. In the following, we will focus on system sampling and PWM algorithms that don't affect system dynamics.
A. Sampling at 2Nf s
This sampling method, depicted in Fig. 3c , is a general sampling method in which the PWM reference is updated according to the number of parallel modules N. Referring to Fig.  1 , this method can be implemented by simply setting in the system level controller, with no additional modifications required to the pulsewidth modulators.
The drawback of this method is that it requires high speed control loops capable of updating the PWM reference 2N times the switching frequency, which may not always be possible. The advantage of this method is that it can result in increased harmonic reduction when standard symmetric interleaving is used. However, this advantage is limited to only those specific case in which the PWM reference update instants and carrier waveform peak and valleys coincide. In these special cases, the harmonic cancellation achieved under natural sampling can be achieved under digital sampling. Figure 4 plots the difference in the magnitude of the scaling factor ( ) between the scaling factor under natural sampling (given by (3) when  ck =  rk ) and the scaling factor under various digital sampling methods, defined in (3) for an irregular asymmetric interleaved system, representing the most generalized interleaving case. The 2Nf s sampling method discussed here is represented in Fig. 4b . The major conclusions that can be drawn from Fig. 4b is that for low values of n (n < 5) the difference in the scaling factor over the naturally sampled case only varies by as much as 10%. This implies that the harmonic cancellation effects of naturally sampled interleaved systems are largely preserved under this sampling method, making it a good choice when the digital control systems allows for the increase in sampling frequency.
B. Multirate Sampling Synchronized to Carrier Signals
This sampling method, depicted in Fig. 3b , is a customized sampling method in which the PWM reference is updated according to the specific interleaving angles of the system. Referring to Fig. 1 , this method can be implemented by adding N sampling intervals in the system level controller, each corresponding to a pulsewidth modulators specific interleaving angle. The pulsewidth modulators would then select the corresponding PWM reference update that coincides with its specific carrier interleaving angle.
The advantage of this method is that it can result in harmonic cancellation that is equivalent to natural sampling, independent of the specific interleaving angles within the system. This is highlighted in Fig. 4e where the variation between the naturally sampled scaling factor and the scaling factor associated with this sampling method is always equal to zero, independent of the specific value of n. This is in contrast to sampling at 2Nf s which can only achieve the harmonic cancellation of natural sampling for specific cases of symmetric interleaving where the sampling instants and carrier waveform peak and valleys coincide. The major drawback of this method is that it requires complex high speed control algorithms resulting from the varying sampling intervals. This fact makes this sampling method undesirable practically. This sampling method attempts to approximate natural sampling PWM by updating the reference at a much higher rate than f s and has been applied to FPGA based, space vector modulated converters [20] . This sampling method updates the PWM reference at a fixed rate of 2kf s , where . Referring to Fig. 1 , this method can be implemented by setting in the system level controller, with no modifications to the pulsewidth modulators. In general we can consider two different cases of high frequency sampling. Case I considers k that is only several times larger than N while the case II considers k orders of magnitude larger than N.
C. High Frequency Sampling
Case I is depicted in Fig. 4c where sampling frequency is set to 8f s . It is easy to see that this case results in higher scaling factor magnitude variations when compared to Fig. 4c , representing the T r =2/f s case. This is mainly due to the angular position of the sampling instants within each carrier period to each carriers peak and valley. Therefore, in general, slightly increasing the sampling frequency above 2Nf s does not guarantee achieving increased harmonic reduction over lower sampling frequencies.
Case II is depicted in Fig. 4d where the sampling frequency is set to 30f s . It is immediately apparent that this method results in the closest approximation to natural sampling when compared to all the other sampling methods. However, the primary drawback of this method is that it requires the fastest high speed control loop which can be orders to magnitude higher than the system switching frequency. Due to this limitation, this method is also not considered a good choice practically as it puts large constraints on the digital control system.
D. Compensating through Change in Interleaving Angles
In most practical systems, increasing the sampling frequency beyond twice the switching frequency is impractical and irregular sampling synchronized to the asymmetrically interleaved carrier signals is highly undesirable. When only regular sampling at 2f s is permitted, the interleaving method can be revisited and possibly modified to compensate for the sampling effect. The mathematical models presented in the previous section provided a basis for developing such compensation methods. One must only consider the objective function for optimization (such as output current ripple or dc-link current expressions), and the analytical models of the previous section with the optimization variables being the N interleaving angles of the system. The next section will present specific compensation methods for different system optimization objectives using the abpve described method.
IV. OPTIMAL INTERLEAVING TO COMPENSATE FOR SAMPLING
As discussed in the previous section, multirate sampling and sampling above twice the switching frequency are in general not practical. A more practical method to compensate for the sampling effects is to modify the system interleaving strategy. The necessary modification depends on the specific optimization objective and is discussed in the following for three different system-level objectives.
A. Line-Line Voltage THD Minimization
For this optimization example, consider a parallel converter systems operated under the distributed control architecture depicted in Fig. 1 with the operating parameters as identified in Table I below where I pk is peak output phase current and L i represents system interleaving inductors.
The line-line voltage THD for this converter systems is plotted in Fig. 5 for both natural sampling and digital sampling where T r =2/f s . Note that for this example, symmetric interleaving does not result in the optimum interleaving angle in either the naturally sampled or digital sampled cases. For natural sampling, depicted in Fig. 5a , the optimum interleaving angle is 80 o . For the digital sampling case, depicted in Fig. 5b , the optimum interleaving angle is 110 o . Therefore, when operating under the common digital sampling method of T r =2/f s , the system interleaving angle should be changed from 80 o to 110 o degrees for output voltage THD minimization.
B. DC-Link Ripple Current Minimization
In parallel converter systems, interleaving can also reduce the dc-link ripple current due to the harmonic cancellation benefits at the input [10, 12] . The dc-link current for a single VSC is given by (7) and (8) below where represents the dc component [19] :
Following the same procedure outlined in Section II above and modifying the expressions for the addition of the scaling factor , we can modify the above expressions to account an arbitrary digital sampling method. It should be noted that the dc component C 00
of the dc-link current is unaffected by the specific sampling method and is the same as (7). The final expressions for the carrier and sideband harmonics is given by (9) . (9) Using equations (7) and (9), we can examine the impact of the specific digital sampling method on the RMS dc-link ripple current, defined by (10) .
Fig . 6 plots the variation in the RMS dc-link current for a parallel converter system with the same operating parameters identified above except for we now assume three parallel modules (N = 3). Two cases with varying modulation index and varying power factor angles are depicted. Consider the case where the power factor angle is 70 degrees. In this case, Fig. 6d identifies an optimum regular asymmetric interleaving angle of 312 o for natural sampling PWM. The resulting RMS dc-link ripple current is 46.6 amps and is shown in Fig. 7a along with the spectrum of the dc-link current.
If we were to assume this optimum natural sampling interleaving angle for the digital sampling case of T r =2/f s , the resulting RMS dc-link current would be sub-optimal. This is shown in Fig.  6e , along with the corresponding spectrum shown in Fig. 7b , and results in an RMS dc-link ripple current of 63.8 amps. Referring back to Fig. 6e , the optimum regular asymmetric interleaving angle for the digital sampling case of T r =2/f s is shown to be 175 o . This interleaving angle corresponds to a total RMS dc-link ripple current of 55.8 amps and is depicted in Fig. 7c . In general, asymmetric interleaving can be used to reduce RMS dc-link ripple current when digital sampling is used. The exact optimum interleaving angle will vary over several system parameters including M, N, and power factor.
C. Output Current Ripple Minimization
Asymmetric interleaving has also been shown to reduce the output current ripple on parallel converter systems [9, 14] . The most common metric to evaluate output current ripple is the weighted THD (WTHD) metric and this will be assumed here [15] . Fig. 8 plots the variation in WTHD for a parallel converter system with the same operating parameters as for the RMS dc-link current minimization example. Similar to dc-link ripple current minimization, the specific sampling method used effects the achievable harmonic cancellation. Figures 8a and 8c plot the variation in WTHD over all possible regular asymmetric inter- 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Digital control systems and the associated PWM sampling method can have significant impacts on the performance of interleaved converter systems. The developed analytical models provide a convenient and straight forward method to analyze such systems, and provides additional insight into the harmonic cancellation process of sampled systems. It was shown that when the PWM reference updates coincide with the specific interleaving angles of the system the harmonic cancellation benefits of naturally sampled systems is achievable under regular sampled systems. In situations were the PWM sampling frequency cannot be increased, modifying the system interleaving angles according to a given system optimization objective was shown to compensate for some digital sampling effects and provide additional reductions in output voltage THD, output current ripple, and RMS dc-link current ripple. The general modeling approach was applied to both parallel and multilevel converter systems, and the effect of the digital sampling process was shown to be topology independent. The practical benefits the proposed sampling methods include increased harmonic cancellation and minimization of input and output THD. Lastly, the scaling factors for several multilevel topologies were derived and presented as a means to analyze asymmetric interleaving and PWM sampling effects in MLCs.
